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Superlensing effect in liquid surface waves
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We present experimental observations and numerical simulations of superlensing effect in liquid surface
waves. We use rigid cylinders to create a two-dimensional periodic lattice, in which liquid surface waves
propagate. Through the observation of a superlensing effect, we demonstrate the existence of negative refrac-
tion in surface waves. In addition, a complete band gap is found.
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Wave refraction is a common phenomenon in daily li
occurring in classical waves such as electromagnetic wa
sonic waves, and liquid surface waves. In normal refracti
the incident and refracted waves stand on different side
the normal direction of the interface between two med
However, it has been found recently that for electromagn
waves two mechanisms can produce negative refraction@1#
~now the refracted and incident waves lie on the same sid
the interface normal!, namely, plasmon resonance
metamaterials@2–4# and multiple Bragg scatterings in pho
tonic crystals@5–8#. Experimental observations of negativ
refraction have been carried out for metamaterials@4,9,10#
and photonic crystals@11# in microwaves.

In metamaterials@2–4# consisting of metallic wires and
split rings, plasmon resonance may simultaneously lea
negative permittivity and permeability in a certain range
microwave frequencies@12,13#, effectively producing a
negative refractive index as a whole. When propagating
photonic crystals, electromagnetic waves are greatly mo
lated by multiple Bragg scatterings, leading to photonic ba
structures and photonic band gaps@14–16#. In photonic
bands, the group and phase velocities may lie in differ
direction. This may lead to negative refraction in photon
crystals@5–8#.

Can negative refraction occur in other kinds of classi
waves, such as sonic or surface waves? In this paper, we
demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that nega
refraction can also exist in liquid surface waves when pro
gating in a periodic structure. In addition, we find a compl
band gap in liquid surface waves and confirm experim
tally. To our best knowledge, the findings of negative refr
tion and complete band gap are made for the first time
surface waves.

Like electromagnetic waves in photonic crystals, liqu
surface waves are also modulated by multiple Bragg sca
ings when propagating in a periodic structure. Propagatio
liquid surface waves is also characterized by band structu
Consequently, negative refraction may likewise occur in l
uid surface waves. In metamaterials or photonic crystals,
difficult to obtain experimentally the detailed information o
the spatial wave patterns and the evolution of these patt
as a function of time. The advantage of using liquid surfa
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waves lies in the fact that many interesting phenomena
be observed visually. We can observe not only the spa
distribution of wave patterns but also the time-depend
evolution of wave patterns. In fact, interesting phenome
such as Bloch waves over a periodically drilled bottom, qu
siperiodic Bloch-like waves over a quasiperiodically drille
bottom, and domain walls over a periodically drilled botto
with some disorder, have been observed in liquid surf
wave experiments@17,18#.

Pendry@19# suggested that negative refraction would le
to a superlensing effect: a point source placed in front o
flat rectangular slab that exhibits negative refraction wo
be refocused to form a real image on the opposite side of
slab. In particular, this superlens possesses several key
vantages over conventional lenses, e.g., overcoming the
fraction limit. Experimental measurements in microwav
gave evidence that a flat rectangular slab of a metamat
could focus power from a point source@10#. In addition, the
superlensing effect was also demonstrated theoretically
photonic crystals@7#. Thus, the superlensing effect can ser
as a criterion for judging the existence of negative refracti

To demonstrate that negative refraction could also exis
liquid surface waves, we carry out a superlensing experim
in liquid surface waves. Our experimental setup is sketc
in Fig. 1. A flat rectangular slab consisting of 202 circul
copper cylinders is placed in the middle of a vessel which
horizontally placed. Copper cylinders are arranged in
square lattice. The side of the copper cylinder slab is~11!
oriented. Copper cylinders with a height of 10 mm and
ameter of 9 mm are mounted vertically onto a 2-mm-th
methacrylate plate. Along the~11! direction, there are nine
rows of copper cylinders. The lattice constant of the squ
lattice is 10 mm. The vessel consists of a rectangular g
bottom adhered to a steel frame with four 10° slope wa
absorbing sides to minimize reflection from edges. The v
sel is covered with a thin liquid with a depth of 6 mm. Th
chosen liquid has a very low capillary length to prevent t
capillary effects@20#. The top of the vessel is covered by
glass lid in order to prevent liquid evaporation. A small v
brator serves as a point source generator. Both the ampli
and frequency of the vibrator can be tuned by a signal g
erator.

Figure 2~a! shows snapshots of three typical patterns
liquid surface waves projected onto the screen for differ
frequencies. The point source is placed on the left side of
slab, about 4 mm apart. On the left side of the slab,
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observed circlelike stripes show some distortions and wit
the same stripe there are some variations in brightness,
ing to the interference between the source and the refle
wave. On the right side, the surface wave patterns cha
dramatically with frequency. For low frequencies, the tra
mitted wave patterns are circlelike, with their centers loca
inside the slab~left panel!, i.e., forming avirtual image of
the point source. With increasing frequency, this image sh
gradually to the right and eventually out of the slab. T
middle panel shows that the image is outside the slab,
forming a real image. Meanwhile, a backward-pointin
conelike pattern is observed. With a further increase of
frequency, the image shifts further to the right and becom
elongated. In the meantime, a forward-pointing conelike p
tern develops. Angles of both the forward- and backwa
pointing conelike patterns decrease with the increasing
quency. Eventually, a nearly directive emission is produ
~right panel!. For frequencies above 8.2 Hz, no pattern

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental setup, consisting of a v
sel, a flat rectangular slab of copper cylinders, a lamp, a mirror,
a screen. The rectangular slab of copper cylinders, shown a
inset, is placed in the middle of the vessel. A point source gener
is placed on one side of the slab. A halogen lamp is hung above
vessel (;0.9 m). Enlarged liquid surface wave patterns can be s
on the screen~about 3.8 m apart from the mirror! with the help of
the mirror placed below the vessel.
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observable on the right side. We will show later that t
pattern observed in the left panel corresponds to norma
fraction, while that in the middle panel is a result of negati
refraction.

To verify the experimental observations, numerical sim
lations are carried out for solving the liquid surface wa
equation. For a harmonic mode with an angular frequencyv,
the velocity potentialF may be sought in the following
form, based on the standard linearized wave theory for in
cid liquids @21,22#:

F~x,y,z,t !5Re@f~x,y!coshk~z1h!e2 ivt#, ~1!

wherez is the direction perpendicular to the bottom of th
vessel andh is the liquid depth.f is the solutions of the
two-dimensional Helmholtz equation

~¹21k2!f50, ~2!

wherek is the local wave number and can be obtained fr
the dispersion relation@17,18#

v25gk tanhkh~11dc
2k2!, ~3!

whereg is the gravitational acceleration anddc is the capil-
lary length. The vertical displacement of the liquid surfaceh
is related tof by @21,22#

h~x,y,t !5ReF2
iv

g
f~x,y!e2 ivtG . ~4!

The Helmholtz equation can be solved on the framework
a multiple-scattering method@23#. The Helmholtz equation
must be subjected to the boundary condition of no fl
through the cylinder walls, namely,]f/]n50, wheren is the
direction normal to the surfaces of cylinders. The simula
patterns are shown in Fig. 2~b!. Obviously, simulated results
at the corresponding frequencies agree well with the exp
mental observations. From the theoretical results, we can
tain detailed information such as the spatial distributions
the surface waves, gaining a deeper insight into the inte
tion between the surface waves and the array of periodic
arranged cylinders.

There have been intensive discussions of Bragg reson
in water waves in real spaces@24#. However, discussions o
band structures in reciprocal space for liquid surface wav
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Snapshots of
liquid surface wave patterns. Dar
and white represent positive an
negative vibrations, respectively
~a! Experimentally observed pat
terns of liquid surface waves pro
jected onto the screen. Blac
strip in the middle stands for the
slab of copper cylinders.~b!
Simulated results. Paramete
used in simulations are the sam
as in experiment. Red dots deno
copper cylinders.
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as in solid state physics, are rare@23,25–28#. To account for
the formation of the observed images, the band structure
liquid surface waves propagating through an infinite array
vertically arranged copper cylinders is calculated, also ba
on the multiple-scattering method@23# by applying the Bloch
theorem to the liquid surface wave equation, shown in Fig
A complete band gap opens up in the frequency range f
8.03 to 11.63 Hz, defined by the maximum of the first pa
ing band at theM point and the minimum of the secon

FIG. 3. Band structure for an infinite array of copper cylinde
arranged in a square lattice. Parameters used in calculations a
same as in experiment. The array structure and the irreducible
louin zone are shown as insets.G, X, andM are the center, edge
center, and corner of the first Brillouin zone, respectively.
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passing band at theM point. The band gap is rather larg
with the ratio of the gap width to the midgap frequency bei
36.7%. As in photonic crystals, for frequencies within t
band gap, propagation is forbidden in any direction. Pro
gation is, however, allowable for frequencies within the pa
ing bands. Note that no complete band gaps in liquid surf
waves have been found in previous experimental and th
retical studies@25–27#.

Our discussions will be focused on the first passing ba
at which the experiments are performed. Note that the ene
flow direction is the same as the group velocityvg

5“k@v(k)#, where the wave vectork is in the first Brillouin
zone. It should be noted that the direction of the group
locity is given by the frequency-increasing direction norm
to the constant-frequency contour~CFC!, shown in Fig. 4~a!.
Thus, the refracted ray goes in the same direction as
group velocityvg . In the homogenous region without copp
cylinders, the CFCs are all circles with the same center
their radius increases with the increasing frequency. In
region with copper cylinders, the situation is quite differe
There exists a critical frequency of 5.75 Hz~the first passing
band along theXM direction!, at which the radius of curva
ture of the contours along theGM direction diverges. Below
this critical frequency CFCs are centered at theG point and
above it CFCs are centered at theM point. NearG or M
points, the CFCs are circlelike, indicating an isotropic ca
On the other hand, for frequencies near 5.75 Hz, a hig
anisotropic case is expected.

After investigating the band structure, we consider refr
tion for an incident wave upon the interface between
regions with and without copper cylinders. The refract

the
il-
copper
that the

or
or the
slab

7.20 Hz,
FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! CFCs for different frequencies. Red and black curves stand for the CFCs in the regions with and without
cylinders, respectively. Thin arrows denote the wave vectors, and thick arrows indicate the direction of the group velocity. Note
interface between the regions with and without copper cylinders is perpendicular to theGM direction and the surface-parallel wave-vect
component should be conserved in two media.~b! Diagram of refraction in the actual system. Each column represents the results f
corresponding frequencies shown on top of~a!. Yellow dots denote copper cylinders. At 4.50 Hz, a virtual image is formed inside the
of copper cylinders, corresponding to normal refraction. At 6.15 Hz, a real image is produced, resulting from negative refraction. At
a directive emission develops, although it still corresponds to negative refraction.
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modes are determined by the conservation of the freque
and the wave-vector component parallel to the interf
@5–7#. Using these criteria, we can determine the direction
the refracted wave, shown in Fig. 4~b!. For frequencies be
low 5.75 Hz, normal refraction is expected, which corr
sponds to the case in the left panel of Fig. 2. For frequen
above 5.75 Hz, negative refraction occurs since the w
vector and the group velocity stand on the same side of
interface normal, which leads to what is observed in
middle panel of Fig. 2. Thus, the frequency of 5.75 Hz is
critical point, below~above! which normal~negative! refrac-
tion is expected. The experimentally observed critical f
quency is about 5.8 Hz, in good agreement with the p
dicted one. For frequencies near the band edge, a dire
emission on the right side of the slab is produced~right panel
of Fig. 2!, similar to that found in metamaterials@29#. For
frequencies within the band gap, no waves can transmit.
band edge frequency, determined from experiment, is ab
8.2 Hz, in good agreement with the predicted value of 8
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Hz. From these analyses, we can conclude that the exp
mentally observed pattern in the middle panel of Fig. 2 i
result of negative refraction.

In summary, we have demonstrated the existence of ne
tive refraction in liquid surface waves by a superlensing
periment and numerical simulations. In addition, a compl
band gap for liquid surface waves is found for the first tim
Our results pave the way for realizing many interesting p
nomena caused by negative refraction since we can obs
not only the spatial distributions but also the evolution
wave patterns. The interesting properties, such as nega
refraction, directive emission, and band gap, render stee
liquid surface waves and potential applications possible.
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